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CSC 1600: Operating Systems 

Professor Mirela Damian 
http://www.csc.villanova.edu/~mdamian/ 

Goals for This Week 

q  Course overview 
q  Introductions 
q  What you will learn 
q  Resources 
q  Grading 
q  Policies 

q  Getting started with operating systems 
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Introductions 

q  Mirela Damian (Professor of Computer Science) 
q  Room 167A in the Mendel Science Building 
q  mirela.damian@villanova.edu   

q  Valeriu Voicu (Teaching Assistant) 
q  dvoicu@villanova.edu  

q  Programming assistants 
http://csc.villanova.edu/support/cscHelpDesk 
 

q  Piazza 
https://piazza.com/class/hyq5ccq9h181zn 

What you will learn in this course 

q  Skill: shell and network programming 
q  Process management 
q  Socket programming 

q  Knowledge: how operating systems work 
q  Multiprocessing and multithreading 
q  Memory management 
q  File management 
q  Security threats and solutions  
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Resources: Books 

q  Required book 
Silberschatz, Galvin and Gagne  
Operating System Concepts, 8/e  
Prentice Hall, ISBN 978-0470128725 

q  Additional materials posted on the class web site 
 

      http://www.csc.villanova.edu/~mdamian/csc1600/ 

Resources: Unix environment 

Any lab, or your own "
PC/Mac/Linux Computer"

SSH"

•  Several Unix machines: csgate, tanner, degas"

Unix"
GNU"
Your"
Pgm"

degas!
tanner!

csgate!

tanner.csc.villanova.edu"
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Grading 
q  Assignments (45%) 

q  Pencil and paper 
q  Clean, readable, working code 
q  On time (no late submission) 
q  First assignment is available now 

q  Exams (45%) 
q  Class Participation (10%) 
q  No makeup assignments or exams. 
q  Lecture attendance is mandatory 

Programming Assignments 

q  Start early to allow time for debugging. 
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Any questions before we start? 

OPERATING SYSTEMS CONCEPTS 
8th Edition 

Silberschatz, Galvin and Gagne  
 

 
Chapters 1, 2: Overview 
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Overview Topics 

q  What is an operating system? 
q  Why study operating systems? 
q  Major OS evolution steps 
q  Computer hardware review   
q  Some basic OS concepts    

What is an Operating System 

q  A big, complex program (sometimes many) 

q  It has two main purposes: 
q  An interface between the user and the hardware 

(provides a virtual machine) 
q  Provide efficient, safe management of computing  

resources 
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Four Components of a Computer System 

Computer System Structure 
q  Computer systems have four components: 

q  Hardware – provides basic computing resources 
q  CPU, memory, I/O devices 

q  Operating system 
q  Controls and coordinates use of hardware among 

various applications and users 
q  Application programs  

q  Word processors, compilers, web browsers, 
database systems, video games 

q  Users 
q  People, machines, other computers 
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Computer System Hardware 

•  One or more CPUs 
•  Device controllers connect 

through common bus 
•  Shared access to main 

memory 

Managing all these 
components 
requires a layer of 
software: the 
Operating System 

The Operating System 

Resource Principle 
An Operating Systems is a set of algorithms that allocates 

resources to applications.  

Beautification Principle 
An Operating Systems is a set of algorithms that hide the 

details of the hardware and provide a more pleasant 
environment 
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Why Study Operating Systems? (1) 

q  Understand how computers work 
q  Look “under the hood” of computer systems 
q  OS is magic to most people; this course rips it open 
q  Unbelievably effective:  

  int main() { printf(“hello”); }     
 

 It takes millions of lines of code to make it work! - but 
you don’t have to think about it 

q  Capstone 
q  Combines things from many other areas: languages, 

hardware, data structures, algorithms 

Why Study Operating Systems? (2) 
q  Get exposed to some fundamental problems and practical 

solutions to them 
q  Synchronization, mutual exclusion, scheduling, deadlock  

q  Abstraction 
q  Makes reality pretty  
q  OS is a wizard, providing illusion of infinite # of CPUs, infinite 

memory, single worldwide computer, etc. 

q  Critical to designing efficient programs 
q  By studying OS we learn lessons applicable to the construction of 

large systems 
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Major OS Evolution Steps 
 

Computer evolution 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4diPtsUv3sg 

At First … (1945 – 1955) 

q  In the beginning, there really wasn’t an OS 

q  Program binaries were  
 loaded using switches 

q  Interface included blinking  
 lights (cool !) 
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OS Evolution: Step 1 
q  Very simple OS (1955 – 1965) 

q  Library of common subroutines (read, write, etc.) 
q  Single programming (one application at a time) 

 

q  Problem - system expensive, inefficient  
q  Q: What to do while we wait for the I/O device ?  
q  A: Run more processes; when one blocks, switch to another 

Program P        .        . 
  read        .        . 

User Program  

Operating system 

Free memory!!! system call read 
begin 
  Start I/O 
  Wait for I/O to complete 
  End I/O 
end      

OS Evolution: Step 2 

q  Multiprogramming (1965 – 1980) 
q  Multiple running processes 
q  When one process (job) blocks, switch to another 
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Multiprogramming Issues 

q  Processes (jobs) share the memory 
q  What if a process starts scribbling in memory?  

q  Processes share the CPU 
q  What if a program has infinite loops? 

Multiprogramming Issue 1 

q  Processes (jobs) share the memory 
q  What if a process starts scribbling in memory? 

q  Solution: Protection 
q  A program cannot access memory outside its own space 
q  But what about the operating system? 

q  Solution: Two execution modes  
q  user mode and system (supervisor, monitor) mode 
q  OS executes in system mode, user programs in user mode. 
q  Attempts to execute privileged instructions while in user mode 

results in a trap (to be discussed later). 
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Multiprogramming Issue 2 

q  Processes (jobs) share the CPU 
q  What if a program has infinite loops? 

q  Solution: Timer Interrupts 
q  The OS sets the internal clock to generate 

 an interrupt at some specified future time. 
q  This interrupt time is the process quantum. 
q  When the timer interrupt occurs, the CPU switches to 

another process. This prevents the system being held 
up by processes in infinite loops. 

 

Timer Interrupts Example 
q  Suppose P1, P2 and P3 are ready to run (in this order). P1 

executes for 3 time units, P2 executes for 4 times units, and P2 
executes for 2 time units. Neither process invokes I/O. Assuming 
that a timer interrupt occurs every time unit, fill in the table below: 

Time (in units) Running Ready to Run 
1	

2	

3	

4	

5	

6	

7	


8	


9	
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OS Evolution: Step 3 
q  Over time: 

q  Hardware became cheap, humans expensive.  
q  How to maximize hardware use? 

q  Solution: Interactive time sharing  
q  Use cheap terminals to allow multiple users use the system  
q  Does machine now run N times slower?  Usually not!   
q  Key idea: take stuff from an idle guy and give it to a busy guy 

q  OS gives users the illusion of having their own computers 

Timesharing Idea 
q  OS gives users the illusion of having their own computers 

q  What to do when illusion breaks ?   
q  What if users are gluttons? evil? 
q  Or just too numerous? 

q  Solution: OS adds more protection 

q  Notice: as we try to utilize resources, complexity grows 
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OS Evolution: Step 4 

q  Personal computers 
q  Computers are cheap, so give everyone a computer 
 

q  Computers run OS with  
q  Multiprogramming 
q  Memory protection 

q  When humans are expensive, do not waste their 
time by letting programs crash each other 

q  Other features we’ll introduce later 

OS Today 
q  Computers soo cheap - give people a bunch of them 

q  I have three laptops at home, one in my office, and share some 
machines in the lab  

q  How do I coordinate a bunch of machines ? 
q  Use fast, cheap network 
q  Security becomes more important 

q  What does all this mean to OS ? 
q  Operating systems become more sophisticated 
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Hardware Interrupts 

Executable 

Review: Program Execution 

BUS 

CPU 

Control Data 

Executable 

Disk 

Memory 

Instruction Register 
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Computer System Architecture 

q  Timing Problem: I/O devices much slower than the CPU   
q  Billions of times slower 

q  Solution: 
q  CPU starts I/O, then goes off to do something else 
q  CPU and I/O devices execute concurrently 

Device Controllers 

•  Each device controller is in charge of a particular device type 
•  Each device controller has a local buffer 
•  I/O is from the device to local buffer of controller 
•  Device controller interrupts the CPU when data done 
•  CPU moves data from/to main memory to/from local buffers 
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Interrupts 
q  Hardware may trigger interrupts at any time by sending a 

signal to the CPU by way of system bus 
 

q  When the CPU is interrupted 
q  Stops what it is doing 
q  Transfers control to a fixed memory location pointing to 

the Interrupt Vector 
 

q  The Interrupt Vector 
q  Contains the addresses of all the service routines 

Analogy 

Teacher  
(tries to) answer 
question 

OS handles 
interrupt 

is 

Student with a 
question raises  
hand 

device ready 
sends interrupt 
request 

is 
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q  A table of pointers (addresses)  
q  Contains addresses of interrupt service routines 
q  Indexed by a unique exception number 

q  Given with the interrupt request 

Interrupt Vector 

Interrupt 
Vector 

0 
1 
2 ... 

n-1 

code for   
exception handler 0 

code for  
exception handler 1 

code for 
exception handler 2 

code for  
exception handler n-1 

... 

Exception "
numbers"

Interrupt Handling 

q  Interrupt architecture  
q  Save the address of the interrupted instruction) prior to 

transferring control to the interrupt service routine  
q  Restore saved address upon returning from interrupt  

q  Interrupt handler 
q  Save registers that are to be modified onto the stack 
q  Service request  (eg, copy data from local buffer in 

memory) 
q  Restore registers from the stack 

q  Interrupted program resumes execution 
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Interrupt-Driven I/O Summary 

I/O Operation Example 

CPU 

Keyboard Controller 

Keyboard   c = getchar();; 
 

What happens? 
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Interrupts 

q  Interrupts are a critical part of a computer system 
q  They allow a program to be interrupted, so the 

computer may deal with an urgent event 
q  Must be handled quickly  
q  CPU Checks for Interrupts every … 

START START Execute Execute 
Instruction 

Check for 
Interrupt: 

Process Interrupt 
Check for 
Interrupt: 

Process Interrupt 

Fetch Cycle         Decode Cycle Execute Cycle Interrupt Check 

Interrupts disabled 

Interrupts 
Enabled 

Fetch 
Instruction 

Decode 
Instruction 

START HALT After every instruction! 

Interrupts 

q  Incoming interrupts are disabled while another interrupt is 
being processed to prevent a lost interrupt 

q  An operating system is interrupt driven 
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Direct Memory Access 

q  Used to avoid programmed I/O (one byte at a time) for 
large data movement  
 

q  Requires DMA controller 
 

q  Bypasses CPU to transfer data directly between I/O device 
and memory  

q  To start an I/O operation, the CPU tells the DMA controller: 
q  The chunk size to be transferred (eg, 4096 bytes of data) 
q  The memory address where the chunk ought to be stored 

Villan
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Direct Memory Access 

q  The DMA controller 
q  Accesses the device  
q  Transfers the chunk from/to device to/from system MEMORY 
q  Interrupts CPU when transfer is complete 

q  Benefits 
q  The CPU is only involved at the start and end of transfer 
q  Interrupts are now less frequent  
q  Hence, CPU can do a lot of work between interrupts 
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Six Step Process to Perform DMA Transfer 
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count = read(fd,buffer,nbytes); 

DMA Operation Review 

CPU Disk Controller 

Disk drive Memory 
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Hardware Protection 

Hardware Protection 
q  Protection from malfunctioning programs: 

q  Attempt to execute an illegal instruction 

q  Illegal memory access 

q  Refuse to relinquish CPU  

q  Solutions 

1. Dual-Mode Operation 

2.  I/O Protection  

3. Memory Protection 

4. CPU Protection 
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1. Dual-Mode Operation 

q  OS code is stored in memory. What if a user 
program attempts to modify OS code or data? 

q  Introduce modes of operation 
q  user mode  
q  system (supervisor, monitor) mode 

q  A special mode bit added to the computer 
hardware to indicate the current mode: user (1) or 
system (0) 

1. Dual-Mode Operation 

q  Only OS code is executed in system mode 

q  User programs are executed in user mode 

q  When an interrupt or fault occurs 
q  hardware switches to system mode 

Privileged instructions can be issued only in monitor mode. .  

monitor user 

Interrupt/fault 

set user mode 

.  

monitor user 
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2. I/O Protection  

q  All I/O instructions are privileged instructions 

q  OS must ensure that a user program could never 
gain control of computer in monitor mode  

q  Otherwise, as part of its execution, a user program  

 may store a new address in the interrupt vector 

2. I/O Protection – System Calls 
q  User executes a system call to request that the OS perform 

I/O on its behalf. System calls are also called traps, or 
software interrupts. 

q  Traps are also the result of illegal operations, such as 
invalid memory access and divide by zero operation. 

q  The CPU responds to traps by passing control to the OS 
q  Each trap is associated with an index in the interrupt vector 
q  The vector entry points to the trap service routine 
q  After executing the routine, program execution is resumed at the 

point the trap occurred  
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Executing System Calls (1) 

Executing System Calls (2) 

1.  Program invokes system call (trap) 
2.  System call changes execution mode to kernel 
3.  System function is located and executed 
4.  Execution mode reset to user 
5.  Control returns to user program. 
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Standard C Library Example 
q  C program invoking printf() library call, which calls write() 

system call 

System Calls for Process Management 
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System Calls for File Management 

System Calls for Directory Management 
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Miscellaneous System Calls 

Windows Win32 API 
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3. Memory Protection 

q  Must provide memory protection at least for the 
interrupt vector and the interrupt service routines 
 

q  To have memory protection, add two registers that 
determine the range of legal addresses for a 
program  

q  Base register – holds the smallest legal memory 
address 

q  Limit register – contains the size of the range  
 

q  Memory outside the defined range is protected 

3. Memory Protection 

q  Use of base and limit registers: 

Job 2  can legally access 
all addresses from 300040 
through 420940 

   OS   
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3. Memory Protection 

q  Use of base and limit registers 
q  Hardware does this check:  

q  On every fetch, if the mode bit is 1 and Program 
Counter  points outside the legal range, then do not 
execute the instruction 

q  When accessing operands, if the mode bit is 1 and 
the operand address is outside the legal range, do 
not execute the instruction 

q  Mode bit can only be set if mode is 0 

4. CPU Protection 

q  A user program should be prevented from taking 
control of the CPU 

q  Protection? 

Timer Interrupts! 
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Some Computer Systems 
Concepts 
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Storage Hierarchy 
The numbers are very rough approximations. 

Cache Principle 
The more frequently data is accessed, the faster the 

access should be. 
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Caching 
q  Important principle, performed at many levels in a computer 

(in hardware, operating system, software) 

q  Information in use copied from slower to faster storage 
temporarily 

q  Faster storage (cache) checked first to determine if 
information is there 
q  If it is, information used directly from the cache (fast) 
q  If not, data copied to cache and used there 

q  Cache smaller than storage being cached 
q  Cache management important design problem 
q  Cache size and replacement policy 

 

Migration of Integer A from Disk to Register 

q  Issue in multiprocessor environment: 
q  Must provide cache coherency in hardware such that all 

CPUs have the most recent value in their cache 
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Symmetric Multiprocessing Architecture 

A Dual-Core Design 
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Clustered Systems 

q  Like multiprocessor systems, but multiple systems 
working together 
q  Usually sharing storage via a storage-area network  

computer
interconnect

computer
interconnect

computer

storage area
network

Client/Server Environment 

q  Servers respond to requests issued by clients 
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Peer-to-Peer Computing 

q  Another model of distributed system 
q  P2P does not distinguish clients and servers 

q  Instead all nodes are considered peers 
q  Each node acts as client, server or both 
q  Examples include Napster and Gnutella 

OS Kernel 

q  Kernel 
q  The main OS program.  Contains code for most 

services.  Always in primary memory 

q  Device Drivers 
q  Programs that provide a simple, consistent interface to 

I/O devices 
q  Typically part of the kernel 
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Microkernel (Client-Server Model) 
q  OS is a minimal core known as kernel. 

q  The kernel contains the minimum of function 
q  memory management 
q  basic CPU management 
q  inter-process communication (messages) 
q  I/O support 

q  Other functionality provided by user level processes 

Virtual Machine Architecture 
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The Java Virtual Machine 

System Boot 

q  Operating system must be made available to 
hardware so hardware can start it 
q  Small piece of code – bootstrap loader, locates the 

kernel, loads it into memory, and starts it 
q  Sometimes two-step process where boot block at fixed 

location loads bootstrap loader 
q  When power initialized on system, execution starts at a 

fixed memory location 
q  Firmware used to hold initial boot code 
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Where We Are Heading … 

q  Processes and Threads 

q  Mutual Exclusion and Synchronization 

q  Deadlock and Starvation 

q  Memory Management  

q  Virtual Memory 

q  I/O Management and Disk Scheduling 

q  OS Security 


